
One of my favorite stories in the Bible is that of Adam and Eve in the Garden of Eden. There is more 
wrapped into these couple of chapters at the beginning of Genesis that lay out the true condition of the 
human heart in its purest sense than anything that I've ever encountered. I don't know what your 
experience with this story is... whether you've been taught that it is a literal historical even... or a 
metaphorical image of early humanity. I simply want to unpack some of the lessons that I have gleaned 
from it over the years, and let the chips fall where they may. This isn't a careful exegete of the text, 
simply an unfolding of the events that led us from a place of innocence to the often times messy 
existence we find ourselves in on a daily basis in our relationship with the world around us.

Somewhere deep within the fabric of who we are as people, is a sense that we were created for 
intimacy... for unguarded connection. We try connect this desire with the people, places and things that 
we interact with on a daily basis, often times with mixed results.

Before I go any further into this conversation, it is important that I pause first and define a couple 
things regarding intimacy since I believe it is one of those words that has been saturated with various 
meanings in our culture.

When I speak of 'intimacy', I am referring to the idea that all of us desire to 'know' and 'be known' in a 
pure and unguarded way. In the Hebrew language, the word 'yada' means, 'to know'. It is the root word 
to over 600 other experiential words in Hebrew that cover the whole landscape of our emotions, 
thoughts, and activities.

Anything or anyone that we say, 'we know' can be described in some form of 'yada'. I know... football. I 
know... pizza. I know how to bake bread... or build a work bench. There are some areas of life that we 
know very well... and others... not so much.

To say that you 'know' something or someone is basically saying... 'I got this.' Now, that may be true. 
Some people think they know something, when really they are just into the idea of it. Someone may say 
that they know you... when in reality... they don't.

To be truly intimate with someone means that we can say, that we know them... and they know us... 
unguarded... for who we are. You would think that with over 7 billion people on the planet, our odds 
would be pretty good that we'd be able to land in a relationship with at least one of them that we can 
say that intimacy flourishes. For many, if not most of us, however... this is not the case. Truth is... we 
struggle. Intimacy doesn't seem to come naturally. We are not able to open ourselves completely to 
another, and find ourselves frustrated when the person or people we are with seem to be very distant 
from us.

If we are hardwired for this kind of intimacy, why is it so difficult?

I believe the story of Adam and Eve contains some of the gems we need to uncover to understand the 
reason intimacy often seems, at best, just beyond our reach.

In the beginning... it was all good.

Except for one thing... Adam was alone.

Up to the point where we discover that Adam's 'aloneness' was the final act of creation that needed to 
be completed, he found himself in pure relationship with his Creator, himself, and with nature. Nothing 
was lacking in these areas, and there was no room for sorrow or pain or fear. This is already a foreign 
concept to us as as we look at the world around us... or in the mirror... or to the heavens for true natural 
connection. Be that as it is... God decided to gift Adam with another person that he would be able to 
experience life to the fullest with. Enter... Eve.



Being that the condition of the human heart at the beginning of Adam and Eve's relationship was pure, 
we can only imagine that the first time that he laid eyes on her, that his heart was flooded with 
emotions and passions that burned hot. Imagine for a moment what it was like the first time Adam drew 
close to her with an unguarded heart... the first time he felt her breath. The first time he touched her 
skin. The first time that... he 'knew' her.

The Bible often times uses the phrase, 'person A knew person B' as a way to say that they had sexual 
relations. This is true. But as I explained above, the idea of 'knowing' ... of 'yada' covers the whole 
landscape of human experience. We can be confident in the fact that when Adam 'knew' Eve, it was at 
the most intimate and unguarded of places within the human heart. Again... while we long for this type 
of relationship... truth is... we haven't experienced in the same way that they did. We have too much 
baggage in our hearts.

So... what happened?

The story goes, that God basically said to Adam and Eve... "Here it is... here you are... Here I am... 
enjoy!" Only area to be mindful of was a tree in the middle of the garden that they needed to avoid. 
And...

They didn't.

The choice was made to choose more than they were given, to leave contentment behind... and in a 
blink of an eye, there eyes were opened to what they left behind... and all of the sudden the reality of 
shame entered into the picture.

Shame is that part of life that trips up our contentment with who we are. No more... no less suddenly 
becomes, what I have isn't enough.

Adam and Eve bought into the lie that who they are... and what they have... isn't enough. It changed 
their life... and the lives of all who followed forever.

Their eyes were opened to their nakedness. They were exposed. We don't like being exposed. In that 
moment, they needed to run to their creator for healing... instead, they hid at the sound of His approach.

The lesson that we need to draw from the early story of Adam and Eve’s fall in the garden is that 
intimacy was lost… and every person born since has felt the void that was left in it’s wake.  In fact, 
every story in the Scriptures following Genesis 3 ties back to this event as we humans have not been 
able to get back to the innocence of the garden.

In the beginning, Adam and Eve experienced a perfect intimacy with their creator, their self, each other, 
and the world around them.  They experienced life in a way that you and I have never experienced… 
and yet it calls to us as an echo in our soul.

After the fall, what Adam and Eve experienced is much more familiar to us.  Intimacy was lost as the 
ultimate reality… and in its place, separation became the norm.  Separation from their creator, from 
themselves, from each other, and from the world around them.  Despite how strong we think that we 
are, to this day separation is the easiest part of life to feed and to maintain.  It takes very little for two 
people in the same room to feel universes apart.  It takes very little for someone looking in the mirror to 
feel as if they are not enough.  It takes very little for someone sitting amidst a house full of belongings 
to feel as if they still don’t have everything that they need.

When we read in the Scriptures, before the fall, that Adam knew Eve… we can understand that in a 
time when there was no separation, that every part of that relationship was deep and that understanding 
and belonging was the norm.



Adam knew Eve.

Eve knew Adam.

Adam and Eve knew their God.

Adam and Eve knew who they were.

Adam and Eve knew the world around them.

Nothing was missing, or lacking.  Heaven was experienced in the day to day of life.

It was the given into temptation of discontentment to know more than what they had been given that all 
of the sudden put them in a place where purity and innocence was lost.

Pure knowing… or pure intimacy was no longer enough, because a hunger for more and more needed 
to be satisfied.

Discontentment and separation created a sense of shame as they could no longer stand in their 
nakedness.  Deflection and blame followed in the story followed.  And within one generation we see 
jealousy and violence taking hold of the human heart… and ever since then, humanity has been on a 
journey to satisfy this ever growing hunger for more of things that we do not need.

Shame is the one part of reality that must be examined if you are to begin to uproot that which keeps 
you from experiencing intimacy with your self, others and the rest of the world. Feelings of shame will 
inhibit you from being able to live life from a place of simplicity because it will undermine your sense 
that who you are and what you have is more than enough.

In the story of Adam and Eve, we discover that after eating of the fruit that they were given guidance 
not to eat, and upon hearing God moving close by, the couples first response was simply to hide their 
nakedness… and hide their being. God calls out to them and inquires as to the reason that they hid. 
Adam’s reply was that they heard God coming and they hid… because they were naked.

God then asks a simple question of them: Who told you that you were naked.

There is no verbal response or answer given. I imagine, that the only thing that took place was that 
awkward and blank stare that parents receive from their children upon asking them who left all the 
lights on in the house.

Their was no answer needed, because in Adam’s heart, he was already experiencing the answer to the 
question. You see… it was Adam who told Adam that he was naked.

The shame that Adam was experiencing for partaking in more than what was needed created a gap in 
how Adam saw himself.

Shame had caused a separation to be experienced within his being… one that caused him to hide 
behind the covering of clothing and the foliage of the garden. This was the first time that Adam and 
Eve felt that they were not enough, and something more was needed than what they had already been 
given.

The situation spirals as Adams response to having to confront his own shame leads to deflection and 
justification of his actions as he basically says that it was God who had decided that all he had was not 
good until ‘she’ came along. It was God’s fault for disrupting Adams bachelor life in the garden with all 
the plants and animals. It was God’s who had decided to create Eve…

And it was in that moment, with finger pointed to Eve, that I can see Adam turning his head towards 



her and catching her eye for the first time since letting his shame take control of his tongue, that he saw 
that she to now felt his shame against her…

Before these few critical moments in the human story, all that was understood was a deep, close 
intimacy with nothing between man and woman. This reality which none of us have experienced in this 
life, gave way to a new ‘knowing’… if you will… as they now understood something that we know all 
to well… separation.

It is being in the same bed with someone, and feeling as if you are universes apart.

It is words articulated clearly that fall on deaf ears.

It is giving the best of what you have, only to discover that it doesn’t seem to be what they need.

Separation… birthed from our response to the shame of not being content with who we are and what 
we have that is what we must deal with every day as we seek to get back to a lost innocence, and a life 
that we know could be much simpler than all that we have created it to be.

If drawing from biblical narrative is not your cup of tea when it comes to dealing with concepts like 
shame, separation and discontentment… perhaps I can draw from a contemporary phrase that will help 
to drive the point home.

“Keeping up with the Jones’” is the idea that, say… you live next store to the Jones family.  And on one 
particularly delightful Saturday afternoon, while packing up your minivan for the upcoming camping 
trip in tents with your household, you notice that Daddy Jones pulls into his driveway with a new RV.  
What was just a few minutes before, the dream of a simple family outing in the rustic woods, now feels 
cheapened by the 50 foot townhouse with air conditioning on wheels that your neighbors will be 
lounging in.

I mean less face it, beyond his being bigger than yours, you are now all of the sudden feeling poor.  You 
are now feeling as if you cannot provide a lifestyle for your family that those around you can.

All of the sudden your tenting expedition seems more like a burden that you are bringing to your family 
than a weekend of golden memories.

Or what about when you pull out your cell phone, that just a year ago was the top of the line… but now 
shadows in comparison to your coworkers newest top of the line.

There are countless examples that could be drawn from that every day life deals us in the area of 
comparing ourselves to others.  For many, the feeling of shame that comparing our life to our neighbors 
is something that often times leads to depression.

It can especially be felt in families where husbands or wives have to deal with the pressures of raising 
children, and the conversations that come home from school when the stories are that so-in-so got 
this… for Christmas…

It is in those moments when many individuals attempt to fill in the feelings of shame by 
overcompensating with ‘stuff’ that they do not need, and cannot afford.  But as we discussed earlier, it 
is an easy and temporary fix to just go out and buy more junk that just ends up breaking, taking space 
in the home, or needs constant maintenance and upgrades.

All the while, very few conversations are had about the real nature of the discontentment… the shame 
that is felt in very real, very deep places.  No… we just buy more junk.

Truth is… we know… that deep down, the stories that will last a life time are the ones where everyone 
did have to cram into that tent.  And then it started to rain.  Or how about those moments when you get 



up early to get some flames rolling in the fire pit just outside that protective canvas that you all set up 
together (hopefully with minimal fighting)… and you get to watch as your little ones unzip the door, 
with sleep still in their eyes, and then climb up into your lap to wake up the rest of the way.

Deep down, you know that this simple setting: the woods, a tent, a fire, and holding someone you love 
is all you really need.

Can you find a place in your heart to live life from that place… where the bare necessities are all the 
functional things that you need, so you can brave the real landscape of what matters?

Your relationship with your self.

Your relationship with other people.

Your relationship with the world around you.

All of us have the choice on a daily basis if we are going to live out of a place of love or fear.  If the 
phrase from the Scriptures speak the truth that perfect love casts out fear, then the opposite can be said 
as well: perfect fear casts out all love.  There is a level of honesty that we need to bring with us when 
considering whether or not we allow love or fear to be the ‘casting out’ element.

Each element carries with it a unique nature and purpose that will serve as a guide through your day to 
day outlook on life.  If love is able to be your guiding light, you will tend to live with a hope that 
tomorrow will indeed be better than today.  If fear is able to be your guide, then you will live under the 
shadow that around any given corner will be the next stumbling block that will knock you to the 
ground.

Each day carries with it the opportunity to put in all on the line.  Each day presents us with the choice 
to put our best foot forward… or stay locked into a place of perceived security and protection.  The 
how and why of which we decide whether or not to move is largely impacted by love or fear.

In this world, everyone has mountains to climb… valleys to walk through… landscapes to examine.  
Love or fear are the lenses that we see the challenges and opportunities set out before us.  Each of us 
only need to decide which lens to wear.

Easier said than done?

Before you can answer that question, you must first ask yourself how willing to be honest in the 
journey you are going to be.  Nobody’s life is perfect… but you can still live a perfect life.

As we have considered earlier, one constant that perpetually makes its way into the human experience 
is shame.  At the most intricate levels and intersections of where you perceive that your life’s meaning, 
you will need to honestly deal with your shame.

In the face of shame… will you choose love?

In the face of shame… will you choose fear?

In the coming pages, we will unpack the reasons that intimacy with self, others, and the world can seem 
to elude us because of the shame that we experience, and how to choose love rather than fear.  And to 
do so, we must be honest.

This is not about putting on the line only what we want to see in ourselves… but being willing to see 
ourselves for who we truly are.

This is not about putting on the line only what we want others to see in us… but being willing to see 



ourselves and others for who they truly are.

This is not about putting on the line only what we want to see in the world… but being willing to see 
the world for what it truly is.

Intimacy… love… honesty… fear… and shame are key ingredients to your everyday existence that 
need to be considered if you desire to live a life of contentment and dignity.

In the soil of our lives, shame can be the stones that will choke out any life that needs to grow.  It is the 
shame that we carry with us that leads the soul to the silence and solitude that plagues so many levels 
of our relationships.  It is the shame that we carry that leads us away from honesty with ourselves, 
others, and the world and into a place of discontentment in being.  It is this discontentment that leads us 
to look outside of what is right before us to something more of what we do not need.

Any one of us have had the analogous experience of looking into the mirror and not being satisfied 
with the reflection that comes our way.  This reflection goes beyond the surface of our skin (though 
many of us deal heavily with our own personal appearance).  It is what we see within our soul that can 
cause us to ask the question, ‘who have I become?’  Many of us are familiar with what is known as the 
dark night of the soul.  It is that moment when the shame that we carry deep within leaves us with no 
place to hide, and we must come face to face with the darkness that brings our deepest fears to life.

“I should be further along in life…”

“What happened to the innocence of a lost youth…”

“Where did I lose my ability to love the way I know that I can…”

“Why am I so angry all of the time…”

It is during this dark night of the soul experience that the truth of our inner condition… and the 
lingering shame of not being enough in some way becomes overwhelming, and we are able to admit, 
that we don’t have it all together.

What do we do then?

It is in this moment that honesty with ourselves must take center stage.  Being able to admit, and 
embrace the broken pieces of our lives where shame has free reign is central to allowing the healing 
work of grace to become a glue that pulls our nature and our purpose back together again.  This can be 
a tremendous time of renewal for our lives if we will allow grace to do what grace is purposed to do.

But so often, we will let the moment pass without careful meditation and acceptance that while in a 
perfect world, there is no time of sorrow or shame… truth is… we don’t live in a perfect world, and our 
tendency is to grab on to more of what got us in this mess in the first place: stuff we don’t need… food 
that doesn’t satisfy… sex without love… money that burns holes… and on and on and on.

It is a painful experience to face the shame and brokenness in our lives… and who among us are so 
masochistic enough that we, with joy look at inflicting it on ourselves.  What we must come to realize 
is that in the current condition of life, there will be plenty of inner things to endure… so much so that 
we don’t need to be looking for more and more of it.  There is plenty to unearth if given time and space 
to see it.  Each layer that we pull back in our soul will reveal more and more of it until we can get to 
that place where we can see that who we are is enough… no more… no less.

Truth be told... there will always be people who will attempt, whether on purpose or through their own 
aggressive and narcissistic personalities... to pull you back down.

How do you deal with such people?




